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The Speedseed has been

completely redesigned,

making it the most rugged,

economical and efficient

version to date. The new

Speedseed 1200 is equipped

with individual cast spiker

rings which enable the

operator to make turns while

in operation, saving time

and effort. This Speedseed

is able to work on smaller

tractors.



FEATURE BENEFIT

Working Speed-7.5 mph Saves time and money

Large Seed Hopper Less time spent on refills

Spiked Disk Roller Random dispersement of seed with no drill lines

New Feed System Handles all seed types-even bents-with great accuracy

Quick-Change Feed Gears Fast and easy rate adjustment

Weight 772 lbs (350 g).

Spacing Square  1.18” (30 mm)

Depth 0.19” - 0.78” (5 mm – 20 mm)

Holes per sq/ft 92  (990 holes/sq meter)

Working Width 47.2” (1.2 m)

Maximum capacity 152,523 ft2 (141,75 m2 )

3-point type Cat.1-2

Seed-tray capacity 5.9 cu. ft. (168 litres)

Delivery Rate Infinite

Rec. Tractor 20 HP with minimum lifting capacity of 990 lbs (450kg)

Options Set of spikes for back roller
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Our commitment is to fully satisfy the needs of our customer.
For immediate assistance, contact your local distributor or our
Sales & Marketing Office at 636-326-1009.

The Vshaped spikes produce holes which funnel the randomly
dispersed seed, concentrating them at the proper depth for
best germination. The new high volume seed box utilizes a
proven roller design with quick-change gears, allowing the
machine an infinite range of feed rates with all types of seed,
from very large to very small (bents) seed types. Finishing up is
a large smooth-roller, which can be optionally equipped with a
second set of spiker rings, followed by the rear brush.
With operating speeds up to 7.5 miles per hour, the Speedseed
1200 provides fast, accurate and economical overseeding.


